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Q2 2009 Update ~ We’re building momentum!
CTX 2.0
The feedback for the latest version of our
service – CTX 2.0 – has been very positive.
Thank you! New features such as sharing
searches, setting case watches and name
alerts, easily e-mailing or texting PDFs of
your search results, and using our
Collaboration Space have greatly enhanced
the productivity our solution provides.
One feature that seems to be slipping under
the radar though is our sticky note tool. The
note functionality allows a user to annotate
search results with a note that will be saved
along with the rest of the search results (see
below).

CourtTrax throws a Party!

This same note will also appear in the sticky
note stack in the Collaboration Tools
section of our application (along with any
other ‘reminder’ sticky notes the user has
generated), with a hotlink to the associated
case number embedded in it. The user can
then easily browse through all the notes,
and edit or delete them as they choose.
When a note linked to a case is deleted from
the stack, it is also deleted from the saved
search associated with it.
Using these sticky notes can be a great way
to remind yourself of comments and
questions you thought of while reviewing
search results, and then sharing these
thoughts with your peers.

North Carolina Now Online!
CourtTrax is now live statewide in North
Carolina! CourtTrax now provides access
to this complex state’s hard-to-get-at court
information with all the functionality,
dependability, performance and value that
you’ve come to expect. What’s not to like?

On the Horizon
New Jurisdictions: California will be online

A Party Name Index, that is. We are pleased to
announce that we have added Party Name Index
searching to our Federal research product (see
the above graphic). Users can now search the
Federal Index for a party name (individual or
business) in their selected jurisdictions or
nationwide.
When searching the Party Name Index in
Bankruptcy users have a few new search criteria
as options too (Check out the new Tabs):
Tab
Individual

New Search Option
Last 4 of SSN

Business

Last 4 of Tax ID #

SSN & Tax ID #

Full SSN or Tax ID #

Not only is searching the Federal Index by party
name quick and easy, it is also very economical.
If your search generates fewer than 500 results,
the cost of the search is only $1.00. For searches
between 501 and 2500 results, the cost is $3.00.
While searches with over 2500 results cost
$5.00. (Search Tip: manage your search criteria
carefully to keep the search results – and costs under control.)
As always, the standard CourtTrax search
functionality makes it simple to conduct your
search, and our Case Detail Report provides a
crisp, clear and consistent view of all the
information available for your case.

Court Runner Service Expands
Nationwide
CourtTrax can now fulfill your document
retrieval needs in all 50 states. With our webbased order form, you can place your order
and receive a price quote in a matter of
seconds. All documents are delivered as PDFs
via email unless otherwise requested. We
strive to for a turnaround time of 48 hours or
less!
For the month of May, all first time users of
the CourtTrax Runner Service will receive a
20% discount off their order. This includes
both the trip fee and any associated copy fees.
Considering our already very competitive
retail pricing, this price is tough to beat. Give
us a try!
“We took advantage of CourtTrax' Document
Retrieval Solution because we were looking
for a cost-effective, simple solution to quickly
gather documents that were not available
online. CourtTrax has been able to deliver
on all three. I simply click the "retrieve
document" button directly from the search
interface.
I would recommend the CourtTrax document
retrieval solution to anyone.”
- Mike Pruit
Fidelity - LPS D efault

New Jurisdictions: California will be online
soon with 16 counties, including the major
metropolitan areas. Following closely
behind will be Texas and Florida!
New Functionality:
o Name search results sorting
o ‘My Account’ activity reporting
o ‘A la carte’ case detail report results
o “Sticky” Client/Matter Number field

Nature of Suit –
Turn the NOS to YES!
CourtTrax will soon offer the ability to limit
Federal District Court searches by Nature of Suit
parameters. Simply entering one or more NOS
code numbers will filter your search for those
coded categories.
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